Storyline:
Queen Dot and King Logan Henderson, rulers of the Kingdom of Treble Clef, have a HUGE problem. Their dragons are disappearing!

Princess Brio keeps trying o tell them why: there are hardly any thimbleberries left to be found. And thimbleberries are the only things dragons will eat.

Their Buzzer Bees and Doodle Birds are in trouble, too. Who’s behind this? The neighboring Kingdom of Low Low Notes? Well, look, there’s Lord Low G and his sidekick Minor Third pulling up thimbleberries by the roots. Gasp!

Wake up, Queen Dot and King Logan Henderson! Your entire Kingdom is out of whack. You need a plan and you need it fast!

UC Merced Children’s Opera is going “virtual” this year!

"Save the Dragons" is a 40-minute operatic performance that shows how to be a good leader, how all things are connected in the world, and why saving living creatures matters.

For grades TK-3rd

For reservations: https://bit.ly/ChildrensOpera

This year’s virtual experience will be filmed on the UC Merced campus and will include interactive arts experiences for classes.

Register your class today to receive:

- A virtual or in-class visit from a UC Merced Children's Opera Ambassador to lead your students through fun activities in preparation for their “Virtual Experience”
- Curriculum packets - aligned with grade appropriate state learning standards (Sent out 2 weeks prior to your site visit)
- A link to the “Virtual Opera” will be made available to classes in May 2021

YOUR students could be featured on film in this year's opera! Register TODAY!"